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Asia Most Affected by Flood Disasters
India Pakistan Indonesia

Ocean earthquake-Tsunami

India, December 26, 2004

There is pressing need to develop advanced risk management on water 
hazard in order to secure human life and ensure sustainable socio-economic 
development and poverty alleviation.

People outlook to disasters! Can it make a difference

Sediment disaster 
Japan, July, 2003



Smaller area of level ground (as compared with  UK)

Steeply sloping rivers (in terms of longitudinal slope)
Concentration of population and properties in flood plains

(The ground levels in Tokyo and London)

Geographical Features of Japan
Japan UK

London with Thames

Tokyo, with Edo, Arakawa, and Sumida rivers



The History of Legislation about Disaster Control



Characteristics of Recent Flood Damages

Underground flood in the urban area 
(Fukuoka)

Increased number of floods in 2004: 
Broken at six points of the Kariyata-

river embankment, Niigata

The urban flood disaster caused 
increased damage cost 
(Nagoya)



Overview and Characteristics of Flood Disasters

・The numbers of missing and dead and 
damaged houses have been reduced.

←Improvement of flood control system
and weather information
Rate of completed embankment: 

38%（1976） →56%（2002）
The number of warning increased 

six-fold after the introduction of 
AMeDAS (in early 1970s).

・The monetary amount of damages has 
remained flat.
←The area of submerged surface has 
decreased, but it tends to concentrate 
large and midsized cities.

＊The disaster victims realized that 
lifeline disruption has a large impact 
(accounting for 1% of the damages)

1 032 persons 1.06 Trillion Unit: ten thousand

Missing and dead Damage cost 
(yen at current value as of 1995 )

Number of 
damaged homes

/year

/year

Length of embankment     Number of typhoons hitting Japan  Number of warnings issued
(2) Factors contributing to flood disaster prevention

(1) Year-to-year changes in damages from flood disasters



Lessons from and Mitigation Measures against Flood Disasters

Water running over or 
passing through the 
embankment.

Delay in collection and 
distribution of information

No guidelines on issuing 
evacuation advisories, or 
delay in issuing.

Develop and improve  
embankment systems

Put rain and water gauge systems 
in place, and improve the 
information transmission systems.

Establish the warning water 
levels allowing for the rising 
rate of flood water level.

Improve the information 
transmission systems

Increased the number of elderly victims



Outline of Flood Disaster Prevention Legal System

• The Basic Disaster Prevention Planning (Revised 2002）

• The Urban River Inundation Prevention Act (2003)

• The Flood-Fighting Act (Partially revised 2005)
○The central and prefectural governments establish the assumed inundation areas, 

and every municipal government defines  the procedures of distributing the flood 
information and the evacuation shelters as part of its local disaster preparedness 
program.

○Basin Flood Prevention Plan

○The flood evacuation plan to be published by underground space administration

○Post-dike break inundation forecasting by the ministry of Land, Infrastructure 
and Transport and the Meteorological Agency

○Flood prevention activities that the designated public-interest corporations and 
nonprofit organizations have to take.



Enhancement of Flood Simulation Technology

Analysis of the flood and inundation flows in combination by 
using the Flux Difference Splitting (FDS) Method will reveal 
the behaviors of inundation flow in the vicinity of the dike 
break spot and contribute to mitigation of damages.



Information 
routes

Local Flood Hazard Map Your evacuation sites
Address and name of 

the siteCivic 
gymnasium

Public Works & 
Construction 

OfficeNTT
Junior 
high 

school

City Hall
Elementary 

school

Electric 
power

Elementary 
school

Hospital

Contacts:
- Administrative 

agencies
- Medical institutions
- Lifeline service 

provider

Administrative agencies

Underground 
space

Elementary 
school

Hospital
Community 

center

Gas
Medical institutions

Legends
Area assumed to have less than 0.5 
m inundation
Area assumed to have 0.5 to 1.0 

m inundation
Area assumed to have more than 
1.0 inundation
Boundary line between 
evacuation district

Evacuation site

Administrative agency 

Medical institutions

Lifeline service provider

Lifeline service providers

Points on evacuating and 
the items you should carry

Indicates the assumed inundation 
areas and the depth of inundation.

Benefit of the hazard map

During the downpour disaster around 
Koriyama, Fukushima, in the late August of 
1998, the hazard map proved helpful in for 

earlier evacuation.

Peak evacuation traffic
About 1 hour

People who 
referred to the 

hazard map
People who did not 
see the hazard map

Issuance of the 
evacuation 

Evacuation 
percentage

Issuance of the 
evacuation 

The Flood Hazard Map indicates the assumed inundation areas and evacuation sites intelligibly, which will assist people to
take speedy and reasonable evacuation activities in a disaster as well as raise their awareness about disaster preparedness.

Disaster Risk Management Activities 
– Flood Hazard Map -



■■Training seminars for mayorsTraining seminars for mayors

As the chief with final responsibility of disaster risk managemeAs the chief with final responsibility of disaster risk management, nt, 
the local mayors  have to make smart and rational judgments the local mayors  have to make smart and rational judgments 
during a disaster.   They get together regularly to take the disduring a disaster.   They get together regularly to take the disaster aster 
training seminar of roletraining seminar of role--playing simulation.playing simulation.

■■Flood fighting trainingFlood fighting training

To avert the worstTo avert the worst--case scenario of levee break,  it is case scenario of levee break,  it is 
necessary to reinforce the embankment in advance by flood necessary to reinforce the embankment in advance by flood 
control construction.  Flood fighting workers get together to control construction.  Flood fighting workers get together to 
take field exercises.take field exercises.

■■Training seminars for river disaster prevention officersTraining seminars for river disaster prevention officers

Local officers for disaster prevention get together to to take tLocal officers for disaster prevention get together to to take the he 
disaster training seminars of roledisaster training seminars of role--playing simulation for the playing simulation for the 
purpose of improving their disaster risk management capabilitiespurpose of improving their disaster risk management capabilities..

■■Disaster preparedness educationDisaster preparedness education

From the standpoint that the selfFrom the standpoint that the self--help and mutual assistance help and mutual assistance 
are fundamental to disaster preparedness, the administrative are fundamental to disaster preparedness, the administrative 
officers have offered disaster education to the local residents officers have offered disaster education to the local residents 
and children.and children.

Disaster Risk Management Activities
– Disaster Drills and Education -



Characteristics of Sediment Disasters

Debris flow:
A mixture of earth, 
rocks and water 
moves downstream 
at 20 to 40 km per 
hour, resulting in 
destruction of 
farms and homes.

Landslide：
A heap of earth on a 
slope moves downward 
slowly.  It occurs in an 
extensive slope area at a 
time and carries a huge 
volume of earth, 
causing vast destruction.

Rock fall：
A cliff may fall suddenly during 
sever rainfall or earthquake.  Many of 
the victims might fail to escape and 
be killed.

Volcanic disaster：
Volcanic disaster are caused by 
lava flow,volcanic mudflows 
and pyroclastic flows and so on.

Avalanche：
A large mass of snow falls 
down the side of a mountain, 
causing an extensive 
coverage of damage.

Sakurajima, Kagoshima 
(Sept., 1986)

Nagano (Sept., 1986)

Minamata, 
Kumamoto 
(Sept., 1997)

Izu-Oshima, Tokyo (1986)

Obanazawa, 
Yamagata 
(1986)



Lessons from and Mitigation Measures against Sediment Disasters

Install check dams that can trap the logs more efficiently.

Develop the objective guidelines for issuing 
evacuation orders.

Improve the accuracy of identifying the danger spots.

In the Niigata 
Chuetsu 
Earthquake, a 
river was 
blocked at 
several spots.

Spot in danger of
sediment disaster

91%

Spot not
in danger

9%

Spot not in danger
Spot in danger of
sediment disaster

Evacuation 
order was 
issued before 
occurrence of 
sediment 
disaster only 
at 10% of the 
relevant sites.

In 2004, about 10% of 
sediment disasters 
occurred at those spots 
that are not recognized as 
danger spots.

Increased amount of logs 
than expected flowed out.

Evacuation order
Independent 
evacuation

No evacuation

30％
(59 sites)

47％
(at 95 sites)

23％
(45 sites)

The time of disaster unknown
(at 2 sites)

Issuance before disaster
(at 25 sites)

Issuance after disaster
(at 18 sites)

Review and revise the manual for responding to a large-scale 
waterway blockage.

Higashi-
takezawa

Terano



Responses to Sediment Disaster induced by Earthquake
One Recent Case of Debris Flow and Landslide disasters (Chuetsu Earthquake, Niigata) pref.)

Slope failures 
and landslides

River channel blockage

地すべり

Emergency 
measures

Removing the sediment blocking 
the river channels with heavy 
machinery

Transportation of materials by 
helicopter

Emergency drainage

On-site emergency task force

Emergency survey

Emergency survey
Landslide

E
A

R
T

H
Q

U
A

K
E



Disaster Risk Management Activities
－Lifesaving of Persons from a Car Trapped under Sediment (Chuetsu, Niigata)－

The experts from PWRI were monitoring without a break until a boy was rescued successfully. 
（the upper left corner on the photo)

Photo credit: Asahi Shimbun.

The full view of the slope failure site.  This disaster attacked
across a 200 m long portion of  the road.

The rescue operation in progress, which was carefully carried 
out under the continuous aftershocks.

・The expert from P.W.R.I checked if the site conditions 
allow the rescue party to start their operations.  
→Operations started.
・The team determined and advised which rocks could be 
moved or not.
・The team continued monitoring the operations for the 
safety of the rescue party .

Oct., 23, 2004, a large-scale slope 
failure occurred in Myoken-cho, 
Nagaoka, when the earthquake 
attacked the Chuetsu region, 

Around 15:00, Oct., 26, a car was 
found trapped under sediment.

In the night of Oct., 26, the Niigata 
Governor asked MLIT, through the 

Cabinet Office, to dispatch the 
experts to the disaster site.

Around 12:00, Oct., 27, the experts 
from PWRI arrived at the site via 
helicopter.

Around 14:30,Oct.,27,a boy was 
rescued！

Course of events



Overview and Characteristics of Tsunami Disaster

Formation of Tsunami

Accumulation of 
distortion energy The distortion increases as the 

edge of the continental plate is 
dragged downward, which 
increases the distortion. 

Ocean plate

Upon entering shallow 
coastal waters, tsunami 
suddenly grows in height.

Ocean plate

Ocean plate

When the distortion reaches its 
limit, the end of the plate is 
broken away and the remaining 
part of the plate edge springs 
back up .

The plates surrounding Japan     Okhotsk Plate

Eurasian Plate

Philippine Sea Plate

Pacific Plate

Data source: the Meteorological Agency



Lessons from and Mitigation Measures against Tsunami Disasters

Floating objects in 
coastal waters

Response to up flow

Recovery of transportation 
infrastructures



Disaster Risk Management Activities 



Japan’s Disaster Prevention Scheme
• The Japanese disaster prevention scheme consists of  the four phases: Response, Recovery, Mitigation, and Preparedness.
• As part of the designated administrative system, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport has worked on 

development of the anti-disaster operation plan and taken the response, recovery, and mitigation measures.
Well-planned systematic government 
administration of disaster prevention
Central Disaster 

Management 
Council

Basic Disaster Prevention 
Planning

Designated 
administrative organs 

and public corporations
Disaster Prevention 

Activities Plan

Prefectural Disaster 
Management Councils

Basic Disaster Prevention Plan 
at prefecture level

Municipal Disaster 
Management Council Basic Disaster Prevention Plan at 

municipality level

Onset of disaster

Minamata, Kumamoto, 
Sept. 20, 2003

Definition of alarming areas, development of 
disaster prevention organization, and conduct 

of disaster drills,etc.

Construction or improvement of the 
preventive structures

(Facilities of river management, 
flood prevention, coastal protection, 

Onset

Response

Recovery

Mitigation

Preparedness

Division of roles in the emergency responses

Disaster countermeasure headquarter

Requesting for aid 
and reporting of 
situations and actions

Prefectural
governor

Requesting for aid and 
reporting of situations 
and actions
Municipal mayor

D
irectives and em

ergency m
easures

Evacuation 
directive, 
emergency 
measures, 
and 
emergency 
public 
expendi-ture

M
obilization order

M
obilization request

D
irection

D
irection

R
equesting for 
em

ergency 
actions

Coordination 
and direction

Requesting 
for aid

R
equesting 

for dispatch
R

equesting 
for aid

Designated administrative 
organ

Designated local 
administrative organ

Other prefectures

Prefectural police

Prefectural board of 
education

Other municipalities

Fire service        
Flood fighting 

team

Policemen 
Japan Coast 

Guard

Municipal 
board of 

education

Affected people

Financial support to the affected people and 

etc.)

conduct of disaster restoration activities



Our Challenges for the Future

Future Directions

- To seek the best combination of structural and 
nonstructural alternatives for each river basin

- To seek effective scheme of involving people in 
decision process

- To seek appropriate role and responsibility sharing 
between the national gov, local gov., municipality 
and individuals.























































































 
 
 

 
1. ORGANIZATION 
 
1.1 Name of Organization – Department of Public Works and Highways 
 
The Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH) is the engineering arm of the 
government mandated in the planning, design, construction and maintenance of public works 
and highways including flood control facilities and structures. DPWH is headed by the 
Secretary supported by five (5) Undersecretaries and three (3) Assistant Secretaries. It has 
five (5) Bureaus, and five (5) Services, Project Management Offices handling foreign-
assisted projects, Regional Offices and District Engineering Offices. 

 
1.2 DPWH Organizational Chart 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Planning Service (PS) is one of the five (5) Services. PS is responsible in the formulation of 
policies, strategies, standards and guidelines for the implementation of infrastructure projects, 
formulation of long and medium term plans and programs of the department; in-charged in 
data collection and analysis, programming funds and conducts post-evaluation of projects. It 
is also responsible in the management and maintenance of data including the Geographic 
Information System (GIS). 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Planning Service has four (4) Divisions namely: Infrastructure Planning, Research and 
Statistics Division (25 staff), Development Planning Division (32 staff), Project Evaluation 
Division (23 staff) and Programming Division (41 staff). 

 
1.3 Organization Position in Government  
 
DPWH role in national development is vital being in-charge in infrastructure development of 
national highways and bridges and development of major river basins. The yearly budget of 
the department from 2000 to 2005 is as follows: 

 
Year     Total Budget of DPWH 

 
2000    54.11  
2001    45.82 
2002    47.99 
2003    43.79 
2004    47.19 
2005    42.79 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

2. PERSONAL DATA 
 
2.1 Recent Work 
 
As Chief of the Development Planning Division, Planning Service, my recent work includes 
the following: 
 

• Drafted polices, guidelines and methodologies of development planning of 
infrastructure projects including flood control facilities/ structures; 

• Formulated long and medium term plans and programs for national highways, bridges 
and major flood control projects consistent with the national development goals and 
objectives 

• Worked as counterpart staff in the conduct of Master Plan Studies and Feasibility 
Studies funded under foreign assistance; 

• Prepared project proposals and packaged infrastructure projects for foreign funding; 
and 

• Undertaken post evaluation analysis of selected major infrastructure projects. 
 

2.2 Contact Address: 
 
 Development Planning Division, Planning Service 
 Department of Public Works and Highways  
 Bonifacio Drive, Port Area, Manila 
 Philippines 
 Tel. Nos. (63) 304-3096; (63) 304-3155 
 Fax No.  (63) 304-3098; (63) 304-3033 
 E-mail:  rtgarsuta_dpwh@yahoo.com
 
3.  Risk Management and Mitigation Flood and Sediment Related Disasters 
 
3.1 Current Situation and Problem 
 
The Philippines being in the Pacific Ring of Fire and the asia-pacific Typhoon Belt has had 
many painful yet triumphant experiences when it comes to natural disasters.  The inherent 
flexibility, resourcefulness and sense of brotherhood among Filipinos have shed light over 
what has seemed to be overwhelming odds as a result of many calamities. 
 
Although the Philippines may have been noted in the world for the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo, 
the highly active volcanic activity of majestic Mt. Mayon and the uniqueness of Taal, the 
smallest lake volcano in the world, most disasters in the Philippines are due to the after 
effects of destructive typhoons and unusually heavy monsoons. 
 
The Philippine government has institutionalized its disaster preparedness and mitigation 
program through the establishment of the National Disaster Coordinating Council under the 
Office of Civil Defense of the Department of National Defense.  The National Disaster 
Coordinating Council takes the lead in promoting disaster preparedness as a non-structural 
component of the two-pronged disaster management approach being employed by the 
Philippine government, the other being the structural component. 
 
From the damage figure of the OCD, and the NDCC, the large number of typhoons that hit 
the Philippine Area of Responsibility (PAR) undoubtedly took the heaviest toll on lives and 

mailto:rtgarsuta_dpwh@yahoo.com


 

property.  This strikes a heavy blow on the Philippine economy, especially since the 
Philippines is basically an agricultural economy.  Even the damage brought by the eruption 
of Mt. Pinatubo brought the greatest damage upon the onslaught of lahar.  Damage caused by 
lahar far exceeded that of the volcanic eruption itself, burying entire communities under 
volcanic debris.  It is regretful that an average of 900 persons are killed and an estimated cost 
of approximately P800 billion are lost due to typhoons and associated flooding events.   
 
The loss of human lives, damage to agricultural crops and private and public properties, and 
the disruption of business operations deplete economic development and hinder the delivery 
of basic social services.  The equivalent cost of flood and sediment-related damages amounts 
to 2% of the national budget and almost double the budgetary allocation of the Department of 
Public works and Highways for flood control. 
 
As such, serious efforts towards the mitigation of floods have been undertaken by the DPWH 
with the help of ODA agencies such as the JICA, OECF/JBIC, ADB, WB etc. 
 
3.2 Government Measures 
 
Policies and Strategies 
 
A major component of the Medium-Term Philippine Development Plan is the infrastructure 
development program of the DPWH.  It emphasizes the need for the DPWH to implement 
flood mitigation and water resources management projects. 
 
Most if not all weather-related disasters in the Philippines are due directly or indirectly to 
tropical cyclones.  During the months of July to September, the presence of tropical cyclones 
northeast of the Philippines may intensify the southeast flow, bringing considerable rain and 
resulting to inland flooding and inundation of major river basins.  With 421 principal river 
basins with drainage areas varying from 41 to 27,280 square kilometers, the hydrological 
profile of the Philippines makes it imperative to address the problem of flooding by 
prioritizing the development of water resources and river management programs for 18 major 
river basins and other noted key cities and urban centers like Ormoc City and Iloilo. 
 
Following the two-pronged approach to disaster mitigation, that is: (1) Structural Mitigation; 
and (2) Non-Structural Mitigation, the DPWH has embarked, in partnership and with the 
support of international ODA agencies on a massive flood control program which began 
since 1985.   
 
Structural Mitigation 
 
Employing proven engineering interventions such as dikes, levees, retention ponds, 
sedimentation basins, sabo, channeling, river walls and revetments, floodways, pumping 
stations, floodgates and improvement of drainage facilities are the most conventional 
approaches made to counteract the negative effects of disasters, particularly floods. 
 
These structures are designed to preserve and enhance the retention and detention capabilities 
of river basins and are constructed to withstand flooding up to a pre-determined magnitude.   
 
Consequent maintenance activities for the above-mentioned facilities are also included within 
the definition of structural measures.  Although these engineering works are very effective in 
arresting floods, an integrated approach to disaster mitigation that combines structural 
measures with disaster preparedness is most ideal. 



 

Non-Structural Mitigation 
 
Because structural flood mitigation measures can only withstand forces up to a level of flood 
for which it was designed, adequate non-structural support as a comprehensive approach to 
flood and sediment disaster mitigation necessitates the establishment of an effective flood 
monitoring, information and warning system.  This entails an elaborate system of gauges and 
communication equipment strategically located along the length of a river system providing 
an effective warning and information dissemination network.  In addition, capability building 
workshops for disaster response teams as well as providing them with the necessary 
equipment to effectively respond to disaster emergencies greatly minimizes threats to both 
life and property.  The basic tool here is information and how it can effectively and promptly 
be disseminated. 
 
Strategic Objectives 
 
The following are the strategic objectives set by the DPWH: 
 

1) Mitigate flooding to tolerable levels in Metro Manila and Major River Basins with the 
additional construction/installation of adequate flood control facilities such as dikes, 
river walls, levees, cut-off channels, diversion floodways, revetments and installation 
of pumping stations, dredging and related works in all flood and sediment prone areas 
that need protection as determined by the national land use plan. 

 
2) Strengthen the Flood Control and Sabo Engineering Center to conduct basic and 

applied research and development, feasibility studies, preliminary engineering and 
implementation of sabo engineering projects. 

 
3) Conduct comprehensive flood plain management strategy with the installation of 

flood forecasting and warning and flood monitoring systems in all major river basins. 
 

4) Pursue proper operation and maintenance of flood control and drainage facilities 
including an effective garbage collection and disposal, “Bantay-Estero/Ilog Brigades” 
and regulation/rules in coordination with other concerned government agencies and 
Local Government Units. 

 
5) Relocate informal settlers living along banks of rivers/creeks in coordination with 

other concerned government agencies. 
 

6) Conduct studies, preliminary engineering and implementation of sabo projects for 
prevention/mitigation of sediment-related disasters, debris and lahar flow/landslide on 
affected national roads and river bed deformation in seriously threatened/affected 
areas. 

 
7) Study and formulate guidelines leading to sustainable development/land use in 

sediment-related disaster-prone areas. 
 

8) Implement comprehensive measures consisting of structural construction, 
warning/evacuation and livelihood programs in coordination with other concerned 
government agencies and local government units. 

 
 
 



3.3 Government Projects for Flood Disasters 
 
Ormoc City Flood Mitigation Projects 
 
The tragic flash flood on November 5, 1991 that killed almost 8,000 persons emphasized not 
only the need for a comprehensive watershed management program but also the development 
of an effective drainage system and provision of river control structures. 
 
The national and local governments carried out rehabilitation works right after the typhoon.  
However, the efforts have been limited to the reconstruction of bridges and dikes. Major 
improvement works of the two biggest rivers in Ormoc City, Anilao and Malbasag Rivers, 
were left unattended, mainly due to fund limitations. 
  
Upon the request of the Philippine government, JICA conducted the “Study on Flood Control 
for Rivers in Selected Urban Centers” including Ormoc City and environs.  After the 
completion of the study, the GOP sought financial grant assistance which gave way to the 
implementation of the “Flood Mitigation Project in Ormoc City”.   
 
The flood control of Ormoc City is funded through the Japan International Cooperation 
Agency. The total grant aid acquired from the Government of Japan by the GOP for Flood 
Mitigation Projects in Ormoc City amounted to P317 million for Phase I and P612 million 
for Phase II. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

roject works for Phase I include: 
onstruction of 4 New Bridges:   Construction of 3 New Slit Dams: 

1) Alegria Bridge (3 Span PC Type)            1) Anilao Slit Dam (3x77m, 16 slits) 
2) Osmeña Bridge (3 Span PC Type)      2) Biliboy Slit Dam (8x81m, 12 Slits) 
3) Malbasag Bridge (2 Span PC Type)      3) Malbasag Slit Dam (3x97m, 13 Slits) 
4) Carlos Tan Bridge (2 Span PC Type) 

ocal efforts by the Philippine government in cooperation with the private sector promises a 
right future for what are now polluted rivers in Philippine urban and industrial centers.  
ollution combined with the degradation of river systems due to heavy siltation and waste 
ismanagement have greatly contributed to the susceptibility of this rivers to inundation, 

ffecting the economic and social facets of the community that live along its banks.  The 
e sector partners in river management through a Flood 

wha has be n esta icated 
loca the 
value of “Living with Nature”.  Supported loca nd 
fun r  wi  

 
P
C

 
L
b
P
m
a
effort of collaborating with privat
Mitigation Committee (FMC) as t e blished in Ormoc City is being repl

lly in many parts of the Philippines.  This resulted to an unprecedented awareness of 
by l PMO’s, residents of communities a

ded by local government units in partne ship th private sector benefactors can make a
 



big m and mid-term plans have been laid out.  The 
MC in Ormoc for instance, engages in regular clean-up and beautification activities to help 

 difference.  For this effort, both short-ter
F
maintain the pleasant, safe and effective condition of Malbasag and Anilao Rivers, turning 
the once dreadful reminder of a misfortunate tragedy into a monument of triumph of 
environmentally concerned people, faithfully practicing non-structural preventive and 
maintenance measures to prevent similar flood and sediment-related disasters from once 
again happening in Ormoc City. 
 
Central Luzon Flood Control Projects 
 
The great plains of Central Luzon have been vastly devastated time and again first by the 
great eruption of Mt. Pinatubo and the onslaught of lahar sediments to the perennial flooding 
of the great plains of Pangasinan due to the insufficient carrying and retention capacity of the 
Agno River.  The DPWH with the support of ODA agencies such as the JBIC and the JICA 
have conducted studies and implemented long-term mitigation measures, both structural and 
non-structural benefiting the provinces of Pampanga, Tarlac and Pangasinan. 
 
The Agno Flood Control Projects 
 
F

 

requently experiencing typhoons, over-banking 
floods 

 the Pangasinan Plain.  It has been estimated 

corded in the area, Agno River inundated 
ith damages 

stimated to have reached at least P2 billion. 

n Project (JBIC, 1995-2003) 
nstruction of the Bugallon cut-off channel 
also included revetment works for Lower 

litation at Guelew, Bocboc, Naguelguel and 
provided for portions of Cabayaoasan and 

, 1998-2006) 

e capacity of the river 

irs, heightening and construction of new dikes, revetments, groins and bridges.  
otable in this phase is the emphasis on the social development aspect of flood control, again 

interventions with disaster 

of the Agno River had caused damaging 
in
that a total of 180,000 to 200,000 hectares of 
productive land are prone to flooding in the 
provinces of Pangasinan and Tarlac.  The 
population in this flood-prone area was 
conservatively estimated to be around 700,000 
persons.  In 1972, the largest flood ever 
re
almost the entire flood plain w
e
 
Phase I:  Agno & Allied River Urgent Rehabilitatio
This phase generally involved the design and co
and the construction of the Bugallon Bridge.  It 
Agno and upper Sinocalan Rivers and dike rehabi
Urbiztondo.  Dike heightening works were also 
Bugallon. 
 
Phase II: Agno River Flood Control Project (JBIC
 
This phase of the project 
was intended to improve 
th
channel with the 
construction of a 
floodway and 
development of the 
Poponto Retarding Basin, a closure dike at the floodway entrance, diversion and floodway 
control we
N
reiterating the importance of complementing engineering 



 

reparedness and social preparation in terms of coping with and mitigating economic shocks 

ation mound dikes and evacuation centers, improvement of 
tes, capability building for disaster response teams and provision 

ting and warning facilities. 

p
brought about by perennia
the construction of evacu
evacuation system and rou
of effective monitoring, forecas
 

l disruptive flooding. The social development component include 

The Pampanga Delta Development Project (OECF, 1990-2003) 
 

River Basin was implemented.  
This was done by dredging low water 

ing channels with parallel 
ikes and constructing related structures 

r
Labangan Floodway from Calumpit to Manila B
(4.8 kms) connecting the Pampanga River Basin
 
3.4 Projects for Sediment-Related Disasters 
 
The Pinatubo Hazard Urgent Mitigation Project

The project is located in the delta area of 
Pampanga River basin from 
Sulipan/Calumpit to Manila Bay, around 45 
kilometers northwest of Manila.  In order to 
reduce flood damages in the downstream 
areas and reduce the level of flood in 
Candaba Swamp, a trunk floodway for the 
conveyance of flood water from the entire 
Pampanga 

channels, confin
d

along the following rivers:  Pampanga Rive  from Sulipan to Manila Bay (22.7 kms); 
ay (16.9 kms); and the New Bagbag Channel 
 to the Labangan Floodway. 

 

nted in the Pinatubo devastated areas were 
nd economic sectors of the lahar ravaged 

 
 
The projects include the following: 

 
The flood and lahar control projects impleme
meant to stabilize and normalize the social a
communities of Pampanga.  
 

 
iver Stretch (OECF, 1997-2001) 

eam stretch from San  Francisco Bridge to 
Rio-Chico River confluence. 

idation Dam 

• Restoration of Highway Route 3 including the construction of Bamban Centennial 
Bridge and Mabalacat Bridge. 

 

 
Phase I:  Urgent Works for the Sacobia-Bamban
R

• Bamban River improvement at downstr

 
• Training works from Bamban to San Francisco Bridge including the construction of 

the Maskup Consol
 

 
 
 
 



 

Phase II: Urgent Works for the Pasig-Potrero River Stretch (JBIC, 2000-2005) 
 

• of the southwest corner of the Megadike 

• Baluyot Channel Improvement  

 

 

  

 

The a r
prevent s ontrolled in the mountain area by Sabo works.  

arge scale sedimentation often occur due to slope failures, landslides and surface erosion 
espec l een denuded by 

proper utilization of resources, over-exploitation and unregulated and unmonitored human 
comm
 
Aggravated by rainfall, loosened sediments flow down through river system, with a great 

olume deposited at the bottom of riverbeds causing diminished carrying capacities and 
anic sediment disasters as in the Mt. 

inatubo eruption of June 1991, the deposited pyroclastic materials have brought the Central 

Rehabilitation and improvement 
 

• Widening of the Gapan-San Fernando-Olongapo Road/Gugu Bridge/Gugu Right 
Dike and Culverts 

 

• Construction of San Fernando-Sto. Tomas-Minalin Tail Dike and Evacuation Roads 
and Channelization of Gugu Creek 

• Dredging in the delta areas/pilot channel dredging and Third River 

• Excavation and bank fortification of downstream channels passing Sasmuan 
Restoration of Mancatian Bridge including access roads along the Angeles-Porac 
roads 

4. OBSERVATIONS AND PROACTIVE ACTION 
 

gg adations of riverbeds often occur due to sedimentation, causing flood disasters.  To 
evere floods, sediment should be c

L
ial y in hilly and mountainous areas where, sadly, more often have b

im
unity encroachments. 

v
insufficient flow of river systems.  In the case of volc
P



 

932 persons dead, 41,979 houses totally destroyed and 70,257 
omes severely damaged as a direct result of lahar onslaught.  Total damages to 

diment 
ovement control works) has also been published. The technical standard is the first among 

his sense of ownership enhances not only their self-worth but also their willingness to fully 

Luzon plains face to face with sediment flow at its most vicious form – Lahar.  With large 
amounts of rainfall, lossened sediments from the slopes of Pinatubo flows down in the form 
of mud causing destruction to lives and property along its path.  Massive lahar flow from the 
slopes of Pinatubo has buried homes, infrastructure – even entire towns.  In the end, there 
were at least 77,000 hectares of farmlands buried under 1 to 12 feet of sediment.  Official 
records indicated a total of 
h
infrastructure, agriculture, trade and industry and natural resources immediately after the 
initial lahar flows only already reached an estimated P10.4 billion (USD366 million). 
 
In view of the limited expertise and resources to cope with floods and associated events such 
as debris/sediment flow disasters, the DPWH established a new organization, the PMO-
FCSEC (Project Management Office-Flood Control and Sabo Engineering Center) in January 
2000.  The PMO-FCSEC was organized in cooperation with JICA and the University of the 
Philippines.  Its main objective is to enhance the flood control and sabo engineering 
capabilities of the DPWH.  The improvement of flood control programs through the 
enhancement of technological know-how was since then undertaken by the PMO-FCSEC. 
The completed and most recent projects of the PMO-FCSEC include the new hydraulic 
laboratory building in Napindan, Taguig, and Metro Manila.  Technical standards for 
planning and design of structures concerning flood control and sabo (erosion and se
m
the outputs envisioned under Project ENCA.  Project ENCA is a project-type technical 
cooperation program of the JICA being implemented by the PMO-FCSEC. 
 
At present, the DPWH realizes the need for a comprehensive approach to either solving or 
mitigating the effects of flooding and sediment-related events.  Thus, all its efforts have been 
concerted in attaining full convergence of both reactive and pro-active disaster mitigation 
efforts as reflected in its past project programming and the projects it envisions in the future.  
Both structural and non-structural mitigation measures must go hand in hand if full benefits 
of project benefits are envisioned to be felt by the communities targeted by every project.  
Not only does non-structural measures prepare communities and equip them with the 
necessary gadgets and capabilities to cope with such elements, non-structural measures also 
imbibe a sense of ownership to projects by the local people.  
 
T
cooperate with the project proponents ensuring effective implementation and sustainable 
disaster mitigation efforts. 
  

















































































Outline of ICHARM

Chief Executive
Public Works Research Institute (PWRI)

Tsukuba, Japan

Dr. Tadahiko SAKAMOTO



Background
-Water hazards as a major challenge-

aggravated by population                                       
growth, rapid urbanization,                                     
and concentration of human                                      
settlements and assets in flood areas;
hampering sustainable development on a global scale

Reduction of water hazards is 
vital to alleviating poverty

The number of water-related 
disasters is still increasing

The water-related disasters will be …

Number of Events by types in the world
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Source :EM-DAT, CERD, University of Louvain, Belgium



Background
-The Need to deal with water-related disasters-

2002 World Summit on Sustainable 
Development (Johannesburg)

2003 3rd World Water Forum
(Kyoto, Shiga & Osaka)

Necessity of improving risk 
management measures, technologies 
and capacity building relevant to 
water-related disasters



Public Works Research Institute
(PWRI)

• History
1927: Established
1979: Relocated to Tsukuba

(Area:126ha, Staff: 550)                  
2001: Re-organized into two institutes

(PWRI and NILIM)

• Staff : 219 (including 151 researchers)
• Research subjects: about 200
• Budget (FY 2004): 6 billion JPY

(55 mil. US$)



Accumulated knowledge and experience
trying to overcome water-related 
disasters
Global network of UNESCO-IHP for 
internationally sharing valuable 
information

Contribution to prevent or 
mitigate water-related disasters 
throughout the world

Objective of ICHARM



The new Centre will be established 
within PWRI as a global centre under 
the auspices of UNESCO (Category 2) in 
fiscal 2005

The new Centre will be collaborating 
with UNESCO-IHP networks, relevant 
UN agencies and other key world 
institutes & organizations

Framework of ICHARM



Pillar Activities of ICHARM

Research

Training
& Capacity 

building

Information
networking

Curriculum
Results/ 

Outcomes

Data/
Information

Knowledge

Participation

Network



Activities 
- Research -

Contribution to international projects  such 
as WWAP and IFI/P (UNESCO/WMO) 
Hydraulic / hydrological prediction, 
observation, modeling and analysis
Risk assessment and risk management 
technologies for water-related hazards 
under various socio-economic, geographic 
and climatic conditions



Conducts JICA training courses, including
- River and dam engineering
- Flood Hazard Mapping

A new course on comprehensive tsunami 
disaster prevention is in preparation

Strengthen the follow-up activities to link the 
training course to concrete action for 
preventing or mitigating water related 
disasters

Activities
- Training and Capacity building -



New training course on 
Flood Hazard Mapping

Objective
Acquire professional knowledge necessary to 
produce flood hazard maps
Enhance understanding of its effectiveness
Seek application in his/her own country

Framework
4 weeks for 5 years (2004-2008)
16 trainees from 8 Asian countries
Place: Tsukuba, Japan (PWRI & JICA)



Information networking will be synergized with 
research and training activities

in order to enhance integration and 
coordination:

Through the information network…
• Research output will be widely disseminated
• Feedback from countries / regions will be reflected in the 

research projects
• Trainees will develop domestic links to their own 

countries/ regions
• Local needs for training items would be clarified

Activities
- Information Networking -



Preparatory Activities
October 2003

32nd UNESCO General Conference
Announcement of intention to set up 
the Centre by the representative of Japanese
Government 

October 2003
RSC meeting in Southeast Asia & Pacific

and in Latin America & Caribbean
Resolutions strongly supporting 

the establishment of the Centre 



Preparatory Activities (cont’d)

January 2004
International technical workshop at PWRI

Experts from Asia, Africa, East & West 
Europe, and North & South America
Summary Report on directions of the Centre

International Symposium in Tokyo
April 2004

Proposal of the new Center was welcomed at UNESCO
IHP Bureau Meeting

July 2004
A preparatory meeting of IFI/P hosted by PWRI



Preparatory Activities (cont’d)

September 2004
UNESCO IHP Intergovernmental Council

Resolution to support the proposal
January 2005

World Conference on Disaster Reduction
(Hyogo Japan, organized by ISDR)

Recognition of the role of ICHARM
Official launch of IFI





Dr. Sakamoto, CEO of PWRI, at the opening of the 
thematic session entitled ‘Research on Floods and 
Landslides and a new Initiative for Risk Reduction’



International Flood Initiative (IFI)

Mission
Promote an integrated approach to flood 
management
by reducing the risk of social, environmental and 
economic effects that result in and from floods 
and increasing the benefits from floods and the 
use of flood plains

Implementation
UNESCO, WMO, UNU, UN-ISDR, IAHS ・・・
Secretariat : ICHARM



Preparatory Activities  (cont’d)

April 2005
UNESCO Executive Board

Draft decision was adopted to approve
ICHARM at the General Conference 



Preparatory Activities  (cont’d)

October 2005
33rd UNESCO General Conference

Proposal of the Japanese Government was
accredited by 191 member countries



Research Staff      20 
(in initial stage)      

Office space             
2,000m2

Office Space 
of ICHARM



Thank you for your attention

For more information :
http://www.unesco.pwri.go.jp
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